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GFloor design

        Natural long-lasting beauty

+  The added plus for my terrace:

///  0% wood, 0% WPC - 

    no trees have to die

/// 100% natural beautiful look 

    and feel of wood

/// Bare feet friendly: no splinters or cracking

/// Extremely water-resistant & non-slip

/// Resistant to seawater and chlorinated

    water

/// Contains no wood: no rotting

/// Wide range of colours

/// Made of



Salamander Outdoor Profiles made of Resysta outperform their natural 

role model - tropical timber - in almost every respect. As they contain no 

wooden components, the decking boards are particularly water-resistant. 

They do not splinter, swell or split, and are totally resistant to fungal 

and insect infestation. The material is very easy to keep clean, available 

in a wide range of shades and finishes and provides outstanding non-

slip properties. But whether conventional or modern, a protective sealer, 

matched specially to the Salamander profiled surface, preserves the fi-

nish against dirt, wear and tearing or environmental effects. All of these 

properties make Salamander decking boards ideal for areas in which the 

material is exposed to extreme weather conditions or moisture.

For private or commercial applications, modern, and high quality decking board systems, made in Ger-

many, impress with their natural and authentic look and feel. They are a sound investment for the future. 

In comparison to wood, the profiles, made of Resysta, are 100% water and UV-resistant, suitable for 

bare feet areas and resistant to fungus and insect infestation. Salamander decking boards are the per-

fect solution for wood-look water-resistant flooring in patio, pool or swimming bath areas, for example. 

The decking boards are available with a traditional ribbed surface structure or optionally with a modern, 

smooth profile surface. The boards can be supplied with or without rounded edges in 125 mm, 140 and 

200 mm widths. The possibility of laying the decking very closely, gives the surface a particularly attractive 

appearance.
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The material of the future

Raw materials:

approx. 60% rice husk + approx. 22% rock salt + approx 18% mineral oil

DECKING PROFILE RE100

Version

Surface

Width x height

Sanded, with groove

Ribbed/smooth

125 x 22 mm

Version

Surface

Width x height

Sanded, with groove

Smooth/smooth

Rounded on one side

140 x 20 mm

Version

Surface

Width x height

Sanded, without groove

Smooth/smooth

Rounded on one side

140 x 20 mm

Version

Surface

Width x height

Sanded, with groove

Smooth/smooth

Rounded on one side

200 x 20 mm

DECKING PROFILE RE104-0100

DECKING PROFILE RE103-0200

DECKING PROFILE RE103-0100

DECKING PROFILE RE104-0200

Version

Surface

Width x height

Sanded, without groove

Smooth/smooth

Rounded on one side

200 x 20 mm


